
Videos and Web Materials Related to Chapter 16 (Exchange 
Rates and International Capital Flows) 

There are numerous videos and web materials available to help you learn the Principles 
of Macroeconomics. Here are some of my favorites that are aligned with the material in 
Chapter 16 which covers Exchange Rates and International Capital Flows in your 
OpenStax textbook. 

mjmfoodie: - Dr. Mary McGlasson 

Dr. Mary McGlasson (mjfoodie) is a professor who teaches at Chandler-Gilbert 
Community College in Arizona.  Dr. McGlasson has created a series of videos that 
cover the elements of macroeconomics. The macroeconomics videos are available 
online at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLF2A3693D8481F442 

There is an mjfoodie episode that covers some of the material in Chapter 16 of your free 
text regarding exchange rates.  “How do currency values rise and fall? Why would a 
country want to manipulate the value of its own currency?” 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwtgByffoUw&list=PLF2A3693D8481F442&t=0s&in
dex=33 
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Crash Course 

Crash Course is a resource with lots of YouTube videos that can help teach you about 
macro principles. The Crash Course Instructors (Adriene and Jacob) cover most of the 
topics we will be covering in Econ 2 Online.   

 

The Crash Course video “Imports, Exports, and Exchange Rates: Crash Course 
Economics #15” overlaps with some of the material in Chapter 15. 

Here is a description: “What is a trade deficit? Well, it all has to do with imports and 
exports and, well, trade. This week Jacob and Adriene walk you through the basics of 
imports, exports, and exchange. So, you remember the specialization and trade thing, 
right? So, that leads to imports and exports. Economically, in the aggregate, this is 
usually a good thing. Globalization and free trade do tend to increase overall wealth. But 
not everybody wins.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geoe-
6NBy10&t=12s&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtPNZwz5_o_5uirJ8gQXnhEO&index=15 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/geoe-6NBy10 
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Economics USA 

Economics USA is a video instructional series which covers both micro- and 

macroeconomics for college students and adult learners.  There are 28 half-hour video 

programs; 28 audio programs; coordinated text and guides; and Web site. 

The URL for Economics USA is: https://www.learner.org/resources/series79.html 

Economics USA has a video which gives an historical perspective on exchange rate 
policies: 

 

28. Exchange Rates  
By 1925 Great Britain went off the gold standard, managing to increase exports and 
lessen imports. The U.S. market was flooded with British goods and U.S. industry 
suffered. In July, 1944 world economic leaders met in Bretton Woods, NH for a "new 
world economic order" and soon the dollar became the new standard. In 2002 the Euro 
became the standard currency for the entire European Union and threatened to 
compete with the dollar. These stories portray the palpable cycle of effects involving 
trade, domestic growth, inflation, and flexible exchange rates. Go to this unit. 
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